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Brief introduction of KCS

- Established in March 1966
- HQ based in Kawasaki, Japan

Solutions & Services for:
- Submarine Cable Installation
- Submarine Cable Maintenance
- Marine Engineering
- Universal Joint
Brief introduction of KCS –Cont’d

- Assets;
  - KDDI Pacific Link
  - KDDI Ocean Link
Why do we need pipes?

What is “Zero” and “Layer Zero”? 

Zero: 
existing but not clearly visible or not being paid much attention

Layer Zero: 
network cabling
Something in common - "Zero" & "Layer Zero"

Challenge to create a world with no language barriers
Knowledge/network broaden by data transmission & information exchange

As if
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Prevent the loss of many precious lives by submarine cable lay
Installation & Maintenance of *pipes* for sustainable *platform*

*Cable Ships*

major players in submarine cable
Our challenges for a new cable ship

Cable ship itself can perform as a platform

For both telecom & power cable

“CS KDDI Cable Infinity” in 2Q 2019
Betterment of everything for everyone on the globe

“What is essential is invisible to the eyes” by Le Petit Prince

BUT

Betterment of community, society, economy, education & life for humankind is built on this.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

- Link your smiles from under the Sea -